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SUMMARY

The contour-integral based eigensolvers are the recent efforts for computing the eigenvalues inside a given
region in the complex plane. The best-known members are the Sakurai-Sugiura (SS) method, its stable
version CIRR, and the FEAST algorithm. An attractive computational advantage of these methods is
that they are easily parallelizable. The FEAST algorithm was developed for the generalized Hermitian
eigenvalue problems. It is stable and accurate. However, it may fail when applied to non-Hermitian problems.
Recently, a dual-subspace FEAST algorithm was proposed to extend the FEAST algorithm to non-Hermitian
problems. In this paper, we instead use the oblique projection technique to extend FEAST to the non-
Hermitian problems. Our approach can be summarized as follows: (i) construct a particular contour integral
to form a search subspace containing the desired eigenspace, and (ii) use the oblique projection technique
to extract desired eigenpairs with appropriately chosen test subspace. The related mathematical framework
is established. Comparing to the dual-subspace FEAST algorithm, our method can save the computational
cost roughly by a half if only the eigenvalues or the eigenvalues together with their right eigenvectors are
needed. We also address some implementation issues such as how to choose a suitable starting matrix and
design efficient stopping criteria. Numerical experiments are provided to illustrate that our method is stable
and efficient. Copyright c© 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Consider the generalized eigenvalue problem

Ax = λBx, (1)

where A,B ∈ Cn×n. The scalars λ ∈ C and the associated vectors x ∈ Cn,x 6= 0, are called the
eigenvalues and right eigenvectors (or simply eigenvectors), respectively. In this paper, we are
concerned with computing the eigenvalues of (1) that are located inside a given region in the
complex plane together with their eigenvectors.

Large-scale generalized eigenvalue problems arise in various areas of science and engineering,
such as dynamic analysis of structures [21], determination of the linearized stability of 3-D fluid
flows [7], the electron energy and position problems in quantum chemistry [15], the widely used
principal component analysis [42], and the linear discriminant analysis in statistical data analysis
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[11]. In some applications, it is not the whole spectrum but rather a significant part of it is of interest
to the users. For example, in the electronic structure calculations of materials [36], it is required to
compute the lowest portion of the spectrum of (1); and in the model reduction of a linear dynamical
system, one only needs to know the response over a range of frequencies, see [4, 17].

Solving (1) is a very challenging problem, even if there are various practical methods and software
available, see [4]. When A and B have no special structures and the whole spectrum is required,
the QZ method [31] is the most widely used method. It uses a sequence of unitary equivalence
transformations to reduce the original pair (A,B) to generalized Schur form. The algorithm is
numerically stable. However its computational cost is expensive, requiring about 46n3 floating point
operations [19].

There are several methods for computing only part of the spectrum of (1). The rational Krylov
subspace method approximates all eigenvalues in a union of regions around the chosen shifts [34].
However, it needs locking, purging and implicit restart techniques, which create difficulties in
practical implementation. The divide-and-conquer approaches, which are based on the sign-function
or inverse-free techniques, are also popular choices [5]. However, these approaches always suffer
from slow convergence or poor stability [32]. WhenA andB are Hermitian, a shifted block Lanczos
algorithm was proposed in [21] to compute the eigenvalues contained in a given interval. The authors
designed a shift strategy combining with the LDL decomposition to guarantee that all eigenvalues
in the given interval can be found. But the shift strategy is complicated in practical implementation
and its efficiency depends on the distribution of the spectrum.

The methods based on contour integral are recent efforts for solving partial spectrum of (1). When
(1) is a diagonalizable and non-degenerate system, a contour integral method, called the Sakurai-
Sugiura (SS) method, was proposed in [38] for evaluating the eigenvalues inside a specific domain.
In this method, the original problem (1) is reduced to a small eigenproblem with Hankel matrices.
However, since Hankel matrices are usually ill-conditioned [6], the SS method always suffers from
numerical instability [3, 39]. Later in [39], Sakurai et al. used the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure to replace
the Hankel matrix approach to get a more stable algorithm called CIRR. In [25] and [24] the block
versions of SS and CIRR were proposed respectively to make SS and CIRR also available for
degenerate systems. It was shown that SS and CIRR, as well as their corresponding block variants,
can be regarded as the Krylov subspace techniques [22, 25]. In [8], Beyn formulated a contour-
integral based method for solving the eigenvalues inside a given region of a nonlinear eigenvalue
problem.

Recently in [33], Polizzi proposed another eigenproblem solver based on contour integral to solve
(1) under the assumptions that A and B are Hermitian and B is positive definite, in which case the
eigenvalues of (1) are real-valued. His algorithm, called FEAST, computes all eigenvalues inside
a given interval, along with their associated eigenvectors. The FEAST algorithm is accurate and
reliable, see [28] for more details. It was shown that the FEAST algorithm can be understood as an
accelerated subspace iteration algorithm with the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure [44].

The FEAST algorithm originally was proposed for Hermitian problems. We observe that when it
is applied to non-Hermitian problems, it may fail to find the desired eigenvalues. A simple example
(Example 3.1) will be given later to illustrate this. Motivated by these facts, our goal is to generalize
the FEAST algorithm to non-Hermitian problems and establish the related mathematical framework.
The only requirement in our method is that the corresponding matrix pencil zB −A is regular, i.e.,
det(zB −A) is not identically zero for all z ∈ C. In other words, our new method can deal with
the most common generalized eigenvalue problems [4]. Unlike FEAST which uses the Rayleigh-
Ritz procedure to extract the desired eigenpairs, our generalized FEAST algorithm uses the oblique
projection technique to find them.

We should point out that a dual-subspace FEAST algorithm was recently developed in [27, 29]
for dealing with non-Hermitian problems. If both the left and the right eigenvectors corresponding
to the eigenvalues inside the prescribed region are of interest, both our method and the dual-space
method need to construct two subspaces to contain the desired left and right eigenspaces by two
contour integrals. As a result, both methods require nearly the same cost. However, if only the
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eigenvalues or the eigenvalues together with their right eigenvectors are needed, then the cost our
method will be about half of that of the dual-subspace FEAST algorithm.

One of the main drawbacks of the contour-integral based algorithms, including ours, is that the
information about the number of desired eigenvalues has to be known a priori. This is because we
need this information (i) to choose an appropriate size for the starting matrix to start the methods,
and (ii) to determine whether all desired eigenvalues are captured when the methods stop. In this
paper, we use a way similar to that proposed in [37] to find an estimator of an upper bound of the
number of eigenvalues inside the target region. It will help to choose the starting matrix. We also
provide stopping criteria to capture the desired eigenpairs and to provide their accuracy. With these
efforts, our method is applicable in practical implementation. Comparisons with MATLAB’s eig
command, Beyn’s method [8] and the block version of CIRR [24, 37] show that our method is an
efficient and stable solver for large generalized eigenvalue problems.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we briefly describe two typical contour-
integral based eigensolvers: the CIRR method [39] and the FEAST algorithm [33]. In Section 3,
we extend the FEAST algorithm to non-Hermitian problems and establish the related mathematical
framework. In Section 4, we present a way to find an estimator of an upper bound of the number of
eigenvalues inside the prescribed region and give the stopping criteria. Then we present the complete
algorithm of our method. In Section 5, numerical experiments are reported to illustrate the efficiency
and stability of our method.

Throughout the paper, we use the following notation and terminology. The subspace spanned by
the columns of a matrix X is denoted by span{X}. The rank and conjugate transpose of X are
denoted by rank(X) and X∗ respectively. We denote the submatrix consisting of the first i rows and
the first j columns of X by X(1:i,1:j), the submatrices consisting of the first j columns of X and
the first i rows of X by X(:,1:j) and X(1:i,:) respectively. The algorithms are presented in MATLAB
style.

2. TWO TYPICAL CONTOUR-INTEGRAL BASED EIGENSOLVERS

In this section, we briefly introduce two typical contour-integral based eigensolvers: the CIRR
method and the FEAST algorithm. Before starting our discussion, we present some facts about
matrix pencil. These facts will play important roles in the derivation of these methods.

Recall that the matrix pencil zB −A is regular if det(zB −A) is not identically zero for all
z ∈ C. The Weierstrass canonical form for regular matrix pencils is given below.

Theorem 1 ([18])
Let zB −A be a regular matrix pencil of order n. Then there exist nonsingular matrices S and
T ∈ Cn×n such that

TAS =

[
Jd 0
0 In−d

]
and TBS =

[
Id 0
0 Nn−d

]
, (2)

where Jd is a d× d matrix in Jordan canonical form with its diagonal entries corresponding to the
eigenvalues of zB −A, Nn−d is an (n− d)× (n− d) nilpotent matrix also in Jordan canonical
form, and Id denotes the identity matrix of order d.

Let Jd be of the form

Jd =


Jd1(λ1) 0 · · · 0

0 Jd2(λ2) · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 · · · Jdm(λm)

 (3)
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where
∑m

i=1 di = d and Jdi(λi) are di × di matrices of the form

Jdi(λi) =



λi 1 0 · · · 0

0 λi 1
...

. . . . . . . . . 0
...

. . . . . . 1
0 · · · 0 λi


, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m

with λi being the eigenvalues. Here the λi are not necessarily distinct and can be repeated according
to their multiplicities.

Let Nn−d be of the form

Nn−d =


Nd′1 0 · · · 0

0 Nd′2 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 · · · Nd′

m′

 ,
where

∑m′

i=1 d
′
i = n− d and Nd′i are d′i × d′i matrices of the form

Nd′i =



0 1 0 · · · 0

0 0 1
...

. . . . . . . . . 0
...

. . . . . . 1
0 · · · 0 0


, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m′.

Let us partition S into block form

S = [S1, S2, . . . , Sm, Sm+1], (4)

where Si ∈ Cn×di , 1 ≤ i ≤ m and Sm+1 ∈ Cn×(n−d). One can easily verify by (2) (or see (19)
for details) that the first column in each Si, i = 1, . . . ,m, is the eigenvector associated with the
eigenvalue λi of (1).

2.1. The CIRR method

In [38], Sakurai et al. used a moment-based technique to formulate a contour-integral based method,
which now is known as SS, for finding the eigenvalues of (1) inside a given region. Since the SS
method always suffers from numerical instability, a stable version, called the CIRR method, was
later developed. The CIRR method uses the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure to extract desired eigenpairs
[24, 39].

Below we show how to use the CIRR method to compute the eigenvalues inside Γ, which is
a given positively oriented simple closed curve in the complex plane. Without loss of generality,
let the set of eigenvalues of (1) enclosed by Γ be {λ1, . . . , λl}, and s := d1 + d2 + · · ·+ dl be the
number of eigenvalues inside Γ with multiplicity taken into account. Define the contour integrals

Fi :=
1

2π
√
−1

∮
Γ

zi(zB −A)−1dz, i = 0, 1, . . . . (5)

It was shown in [24] that
Fi = S(:,1:s)(J(1:s,1:s))

iT(1:s,:), (6)

where S and T are given by Theorem 1. The CIRR method uses the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure to
extract the eigenpairs inside Γ [39]. Originally, it was derived under the assumptions that (1) is
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a Hermitian system and the desired eigenvalues are distinct, i.e., they are non-degenerate [39].
However, based on the following theorem, the CIRR method was extended to non-Hermitian cases
in [24].

Theorem 2 ([24])
Let L, D ∈ Cn×t, t ≥ s, be arbitrary matrices, and R = F0D, where F0 is defined in (5). A
projected matrix pencil zB̄ − Ā is defined by B̄ = L∗BR and Ā = L∗AR. If the ranks of both
L∗(T−1)(:,1:s) and T(1:s,:)D are s, the non-singular part of the projected matrix pencil is equivalent
to zIs − (Jd)(1:s,1:s).

Theorem 2 says that the desired eigenvalues {λi}si=1 can be solved by computing the eigenvalues of
the projected eigenproblem zB̄ − Ā, if the ranks of both L∗(T−1)(:,1:s) and T(1:s,:)D are s.

Define the columns of D to be

D(:,i) = (T−1)(:,1:s)(J(1:s,1:s))
i−1T(1:s,:)v, i = 1, 2, . . . , t. (7)

It was shown in [25] that the rank of T(1:s,:)D is s, if all the elements of T(1:s,:)v are non-zero and
there is no degeneracy in J(1:s,1:s). By (5) and (7), we have

R(:,i) = F0D(:,i) = Fiv, i = 1, . . . , t. (8)

Based on Theorem 2, the right Ritz space is spanned by the vectors {Fiv}t−1
i=0 . As for the left Ritz

space which is required in the CIRR for non-Hermitian problems, it is chosen to be the same as the
right one.

In order to remove the restriction on the non-degeneracy in J(1:s,1:s), a block CIRR method was
also proposed in [24], where the random vector v in (8) is replaced by a random matrix Y ∈ Cn×h
of appropriate dimension. The right and the left Ritz spaces are spanned by the vectors {FiY }g−1

i=0 ,
where g is a positive integer satisfying hg ≥ s. Then all eigenvalues of h′-order degeneracy, h′ ≤ h,
can be found, see [24, 37]. Obviously, the main task of the block CIRR method is to evaluate
{FiY }g−1

i=0 . In practice, FiY are computed approximately by a quadrature scheme according to (5).
Below is the block CIRR algorithm for non-Hermitian problems.

Algorithm 1
Input matrices A and B, a random matrix Y ∈ Cn×h, and a positive integer g satisfying t = hg ≥ s.
The function “BLOCK CIRR” computes eigenpairs of (1) that are located inside Γ, and they are
output in the vector Λs and the matrix Xs.

Function [Λs, Xs] = BLOCK CIRR(A,B, Y, g,Γ)
1. Compute Ri = FiY, i = 0, 1, . . . , g − 1, approximately by a quadrature scheme.
2. Compute the singular value decomposition: [R0, . . . , Rg−1] = UΣV ∗.
3. Set Ā = U∗AU and B̄ = U∗BU .
4. Solve the generalized eigenproblem of size t: Āy = λ̄B̄y, to obtain the

eigenpairs {(λ̄i,yi)}ti=1.
5. Compute x̄i = Uyi, i = 1, 2, . . . t, and select s approximate eigenpairs.

We see that for Algorithm 1, in order to choose the parameters h and g, one needs to know s and
the degrees of degeneracy of the desired eigenvalues. In the recent article [37], Sakurai et al. gave
a method for choosing a suitable h for fixed g. We will describe the method in Section 4.1. Also
in [37], the authors suggested to perform iterative refinement in case the eigenpairs computed by
Algorithm 1 cannot attain the prescribed accuracy.

2.2. The FEAST algorithm

In this section, we give a brief introduction to the FEAST algorithm [33] due to Polizzi. The FEAST
algorithm was formulated under the assumptions that A and B are Hermitian and B is positive
definite, in which case the eigenvalues of (1) are real-valued [4]. It is used to find all eigenvalues of
(1) within a specified interval, say [σ1, σ2], and their associated eigenvectors. Here we also assume
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that the desired eigenvalues are λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ . . . ≤ λs. Let Γ be any contour that contains {λi}si=1

inside. For example, Γ can be the circle with center at c = (σ1 + σ2)/2 and radius r = (σ2 − σ1)/2.
When zB −A is a definite matrix pencil, the Weierstrass canonical form (2) is reduced to

TAS = Λ = diag([λ1, λ2 · · · , λn]) and TBS = In. (9)

It is easy to see that T = S∗, and the columns S(:,i) are the eigenvectors corresponding to λi,
i = 1, . . . , n. Therefore according to (6), we have

F0 = S(:,1:s)T(1:s,:) = S(:,1:s)(S(:,1:s))
∗. (10)

Let W := F0Y = S(:,1:s)(S(:,1:s))
∗Y , where Y is an n× t matrix with t ≥ s. Then W forms a

basis for the desired eigenspace span{S(:,1:s)} if (S(:,1:s))
∗Y is full-rank. In the FEAST algorithm,

the elements of Y are chosen to be random numbers to increase the chance that W may form
a basis for span{S(:,1:s)}. According to the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure [33, 43], the problem (1)
is transformed to the problem of computing the eigenpairs of the smaller generalized eigenvalue
problem

Ây = λB̂y

of size t× t, where Â = W ∗AW , B̂ = W ∗BW , and t < n.
Now the task is to get the basis W = F0Y . Since S(:,1:s) is unknown, one cannot use (10) to

compute W . Instead W is computed by (5) numerically using a quadrature scheme such as the
Gauss-Legendre quadrature rule [12]. The complete FEAST algorithm is given as follows.

Algorithm 2
Input Hermitian matrices A and B with B being positive definite, a random matrix Y ∈ Rn×t,
where t ≥ s, the circle Γ enclosing the interval [σ1, σ2], and a convergence tolerance ε. The function
“FEAST” computes eigenpairs (λ̂i, x̂i) of (1) that satisfy

λ̂i ∈ [σ1, σ2] and

s∑
i=1

λ̂i < ε, (11)

and they are output in the vector Λs and the matrix Xs.

Function [Λs, Xs] = FEAST(A,B, Y,Γ, ε)
1. Compute W = F0Y approximately by the Gauss-Legendre quadrature rule.
2. Set Â = W ∗AW and B̂ = W ∗BW .
3. Solve the generalized eigenproblem of size t: Ây = λ̂B̂y, to obtain the

eigenpairs {(λ̂i,yi)}ti=1.
4. Compute x̂i = Wyi, i = 1, 2, . . . t.
5. Check if {(λ̂i, x̂i)}ti=1 satisfy the convergence criteria (11). If s eigenpairs

satisfy (11), stop. Otherwise, set Xt = [x̂1, x̂2, . . . , x̂t] and Y = BXt, then
go back to Step 1.

The FEAST algorithm can be understood as an accelerated subspace iteration combining with the
Rayleigh-Ritz procedure [44]. It is an accurate and reliable technique [28]. However, like CIRR, in
practice we have to know s in advance in order to choose t for the starting matrix Y and to determine
whether all desired eigenpairs are found. In [44], a technique was presented to find an estimation
of s under the conditions that A and B are Hermitian and B is positive definite. The estimation can
help to select an appropriate starting matrix Y .

3. A FEAST METHOD WITH OBLIQUE PROJECTION

The FEAST method was originally developed for generalized Hermitian eigenvalue problems. We
note that it may fail when applied to non-Hermitian problems, as is shown by the following example.
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EXAMPLE 3.1: Let A and B be defined as follows:

A =

 0 0 0 5
0 0 2 0
0 0.5 0 0

0.2 0 0 0

 and B =

0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0

 .

Then (2) holds with

T =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 , and S =

0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0

 .

In fact, TAS = diag([5, 2, 0.5, 0.2]) and TBS = I4. Suppose we want to find the eigenvalues of
Ax = λBx lying inside the unit circle. Obviously, the eigenvalues of interest are 0.2 and 0.5, and
the corresponding eigenvectors are S(:,4) = [1, 0, 0, 0]∗ and S(:,3) = [0, 1, 0, 0]∗. By (6) and (10), it is
easy to check that both projected matrices Â and B̂ in the FEAST algorithm are zero for any given
random matrix Y . Hence any complex number will be an eigenvalue of the corresponding projected
eigenproblem Ây = λB̂y!

In view of the above example, we now extend the FEAST algorithm to non-Hermitian problems.
The only requirement of our method is that the corresponding matrix pencil zB −A is regular.
Hence our method can deal with the most common generalized eigenvalue problems [4]. Below we
establish the related mathematical framework.

Again without loss of generality, we let the eigenvalues of (1) enclosed by Γ be {λ1, . . . , λl}, and
s := d1 + d2 + · · ·+ dl be the number of eigenvalues inside Γ with multiplicity taken into account.
Define the contour integral

Q := F0B =
1

2π
√
−1

∮
Γ

(zB −A)−1Bdz, (12)

here (zB −A)−1B is the generalized resolvent. For z 6= λi, according to (3) the matrix zId − Jd is
invertible. Hence by (2), the generalized resolvent is given by

(zB −A)−1B = S

[
(zId − Jd)−1 0

0 (zNn−d − In−d)−1

]
TB

= S

[
(zId − Jd)−1 0

0 (zNn−d − In−d)−1

] [
Id 0
0 Nn−d

]
S−1

= S

[
(zId − Jd)−1 0

0 (zNn−d − In−d)−1Nn−d

]
S−1. (13)

Notice that the first diagonal block (zId − Jd)−1 in (13) is of the block diagonal form where each
diagonal sub-block is of the form:

(zIdi − Jdi(λi))−1 =



1

z − λi
1

(z − λi)2
· · · 1

(z − λi)di

0
1

z − λi
· · · 1

(z − λi)di−1

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 · · · 1

z − λi


. (14)
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Similarly, the second diagonal block in (13) is also of the block diagonal form where each diagonal
sub-block is of the form:

(zNd′i − Id′i)
−1Nd′i =


0 −1 −z · · · −zd′i−2

0 0 −1 · · · −zd′i−3

0 0 0 · · · −zd′i−4

...
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 0 · · · 0

 . (15)

Then, according to the residue theorem in complex analysis [1], it follows from (13)–(15) that

Q =
1

2π
√
−1

∮
Γ

(zB −A)−1Bdz = S

[
Is 0
0 0

]
S−1 = S(:,1:s)(S

−1)(1:s,:). (16)

Using the remark following (4), we know that K := span{S(:,1:s)} contains the eigenspace
corresponding to the eigenvalues {λ1, . . . , λl}. Since Q2 = Q, Q is a spectral projector onto K.
Define U := QY , where Y is an appropriately chosen matrix so that U forms a basis for K. As in
FEAST, we choose Y randomly, and we show below that the resulting U does form a basis for K.

Lemma 1
Let Y ∈ Rn×s. If the entries of Y are random numbers from a continuous distribution and that they
are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.), then with probability 1, the matrix (S−1)(1:s,:)Y
is nonsingular.

Proof
Let Z = (S−1)(1:s,:)Y . Consider |det(Z)|2, the square of the absolute value of det(Z), as a real
coefficient polynomial in the elements of Y . We now show that the polynomial is non-zero, i.e.
|det(Z)|2 6≡ 0.

Since the rank of (S−1)(1:s,:) is s, it has an s× s nonsingular submatrix. Without loss of
generality, let the left s× s submatrix of (S−1)(1:s,:) be nonsingular. Then set Y = [Is, 0]T , we
have det(Z) = det((S−1)(1:s,:)Y ) 6= 0. Therefore the polynomial |det(Z)|2 is not identically zero.
Hence the set Z of zeros of the polynomial |det(Z)|2 is of measure zero in Rns according to
[26, Prop. 4]. When Y is randomly picked, it is with probability 1 that Y 6∈ Z , or equivalently,
|det((S−1)(1:s,:)Y )|2 6= 0.

Since
U = QY = S(:,1:s)(S

−1)(1:s,:)Y, (17)

and (S−1)(1:s,:)Y is nonsingular by Lemma 1, the columns of U form a basis for K. Our next
step is to project the original problem (1) onto a small subspace where we can extract the desired
eigenpairs. Unlike CIRR and FEAST which use the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure to extract the desired
eigenpairs, here we resort to the oblique projection method, namely, imposing the Petrov-Galerkin
condition [4, 35]. Since K contains the eigenspace corresponding to the eigenvalues inside Γ, it is
natural to choose K as the search subspace. Our next task is to seek an appropriate test subspace.

Let us further partition each Si in (4) into Si = [si1, s
i
2, . . . , s

i
di

] with sij ∈ Cn, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤
j ≤ di. Notice that by (2), we have for any eigenvalue λi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m,

(λiB −A)S

[
Id 0
0 Nn−d

]
= T−1

[
λiId − Jd 0

0 (λiNn−d − In−d)Nn−d

]
= T−1

[
Id 0
0 Nn−d

] [
λiId − Jd 0

0 λiNn−d − In−d

]
= BS

[
λiId − Jd 0

0 λiNn−d − In−d

]
. (18)

By comparing the first d columns on both sides above, we get

(λiB −A)sij = Bsij−1, 1 ≤ j ≤ di, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, (19)
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with si0 ≡ 0. In particular, si1 is the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue λi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
From (19), we see that AK ⊆ BK. Therefore we choose BK as the test subspace. The Petrov-
Galerkin condition then becomes:

(Axi − λiBxi) ⊥ BK, 1 ≤ i ≤ l, (20)

with λi ∈ C and xi ∈ K.
Now we are in the position to find a basis for BK. From (2), we know that the rank of BS(:,1:s)

is s. Hence by Lemma 1, BU = BS(:,1:s)(S
−1)(1:s,:)Y is full-rank, which implies that BU forms a

basis for BK. Recall that U forms a basis for K, and we seek an xi ∈ K satisfying (20). Therefore
(20) can be written in matrix form

(BU)∗(AUyi − λiBUyi) = 0, (21)

where yi ∈ Cs satisfying xi = Uyi. Accordingly, we get the projected eigenproblem

Ãy = λ̃B̃y, (22)

with
Ã = (BU)∗AU and B̃ = (BU)∗BU. (23)

Our method is to compute the desired eigenpairs of (1) by solving the projected eigenproblem (22).
The theory behind our method is given in the next theorem.

Theorem 3 (a) Let {(λ̃i,yi)}si=1 be s eigenpairs of the projected eigenproblem (22). Then
{(λ̃i, Uyi)}si=1 are the eigenpairs of (1) located inside Γ.

(b) If Yλ̃i
is the eigenspace of (22) corresponding to the eigenvalue λ̃i, then UYλ̃i

is the
eigenspace of (1) corresponding to the eigenvalue λ̃i.

Proof
(a): First, since AK ⊆ BK and BU forms a basis for BK, there exist vectors qi ∈ Cs, 1 ≤ i ≤ s,
such that

AUyi − λ̃iBUyi = BUqi, 1 ≤ i ≤ s.

By (21), we have (BU)∗(BU)qi = 0. Since BU is full-rank, qi = 0. Consequently, AUyi =
λ̃iBUyi. Thus {(λ̃i, Uyi)}si=1 are the eigenpairs of (1).

Next we want to show that the eigenvalues {λ̃i}si=1 are exactly the s eigenvalues of (1) inside Γ.
By (18), we can easily verify that

(zB −A)S(:,1:s) = BS(:,1:s)(zIs − (Jd)(1:s,1:s)), ∀z ∈ C.

Hence by the definitions in (23) and (17), we have

zB̃ − Ã = (BU)∗(zB −A)S(:,1:s)(S
−1)(1:s,:)Y

= (BU)∗BS(:,1:s)(zIs − (Jd)(1:s,1:s))(S
−1)(1:s,:)Y. (24)

Therefore,

det(zB̃ − Ã) = det((BU)∗BS(:,1:s))det(zIs − (Jd)(1:s,1:s))det((S−1)(1:s,:)Y ).

Since BS(:,1:s) is of full rank s (see (2)), and (S−1)(1:s,:)Y is nonsingular by Lemma 1, the matrix
(BU)∗BS(:,1:s) = ((S−1)(1:s,:)Y )∗(BS(:,1:s))

∗BS(:,1:s) is nonsingular. Hence det(zB̃ − Ã) = 0 if
and only if det(zIs − (Jd)(1:s,1:s)) = 0. By the special structure of (Jd)(1:s,1:s) (see (3)), the zeros
of the determinant det(zB̃ − Ã) are precisely {λi}li=1 with multiplicities {di}li=1 respectively.
Therefore, {λ̃i}si=1 are precisely all the eigenvalues of (1) inside Γ.

(b): Let Xλ̃i
be the eigenspace of (1.1) corresponding to the eigenvalue λ̃i. Then UYλ̃i

⊆ Xλ̃i
by

Part (a). From (3) and (24), it can be seen that dim(Yλ̃i
) is equal to the number of Jordan blocks

Copyright c© 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Numer. Linear Algebra Appl. (2016)
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in (Jd)(1:s,1:s) corresponding to the eigenvalue λ̃i. On the other hand, the later coincides with the
number of Jordan blocks in Jd corresponding to λ̃i, which is equal to dim(Xλ̃i

). Therefore, we have
dim(Yλ̃i

) = dim(Xλ̃i
). Since U has full column rank, it follows that

dim(UYλ̃i
) = dim(Yλ̃i

) = dim(Xλ̃i
).

Therefore, we have UYλ̃i
= Xλ̃i

.

Thus computing the eigenpairs of (1) inside Γ is transformed into computing the eigenpairs of the
small s-by-s projected problem (22), which can be solved by standard solvers in LAPACK [4, 13],
such as xGGES and xGGEV [2].

In order to construct the projected eigenproblem (22), the most important task is to compute the
matrix U in (17). In practice, we have to compute U approximately by a quadrature rule:

U = QY =
1

2π
√
−1

∮
Γ

(zB −A)−1BdzY ≈ 1

2π
√
−1

q∑
j=1

ωj(zjB −A)−1BY, (25)

where zj are the quadrature nodes on Γ associated with weights ωj .
We summarize our above derivation into the following algorithm.

Algorithm 3
InputA,B ∈ Cn×n, an i.i.d. random matrix Y ∈ Rn×t where t ≥ s, a closed curve Γ, a convergence
tolerance ε, and “max iter” to control the maximum number of iterations. The function
“EIGENPAIRS” computes eigenpairs (λ̃i, x̃i) of (1) that satisfies

λ̃i inside Γ and
‖Ax̃i − λ̃iBx̃i‖2
‖Ax̃i‖2 + ‖Bx̃i‖2

< ε. (26)

The results are stored in the vector Λ and the matrix X .

Function [Λ, X] = EIGENPAIRS(A,B, Y,Γ, ε,max iter)
1. For k = 1, · · · ,max iter
2. Compute U approximately by the quadrature rule (25).
3. Compute QR decompositions: U = U1R1 and BU = U2R2.

4. Form Ã = U∗2AU1 and B̃ = U∗2BU1.
5. Solve the projected eigenproblem Ãy = λ̃B̃y of size t to obtain eigenpairs

{(λ̃i,yi)}ti=1. Set x̃i = U1yi, i = 1, 2, . . . , t.
6. Set Λ = [ ] and X = [ ].
7. For i = 1 : t

8. If (λ̃i, x̃i) satisfies (26), then Λ = [Λ, λ̃i] and X = [X, x̃i].
9. End
10. If there are s eigenpairs satisfying (26), stop. Otherwise, set Y = U1.
11. End.

Algorithm 3 faces the same issue as in CIRR and FEAST, that is we have to know s in advance in
order to choose t for the starting matrix Y and to determine whether all desired eigenpairs are found.
More precisely, the number of columns t of Y should satisfy t ≥ s. This is because if t < s, then
rank(U) < s. Consequently, the columns of U cannot form a basis for K. Moreover, since s is not
known a priori, it is also hard to decide whether all desired eigenvalues are found and therefore it is
hard to decide when to stop the algorithm. In the next section, we present strategies to address these
two problems, which will make the resulting algorithm applicable to practical implementation.

Copyright c© 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Numer. Linear Algebra Appl. (2016)
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4. OUR ALGORITHM

In this section, we first introduce a method to find an estimator of an upper bound for s. Our method
is similar to a technique proposed in [37]. Next we design stopping criteria to capture all eigenvalues.
After that, we present the complete algorithm.

4.1. Estimating an Upper Bound for the Number of Eigenvalues inside Γ

In the following, by “M ∼ Np×q(0, 1)”, we mean M is a p× q matrix with i.i.d. entries drawn from
the standard normal distribution N(0, 1).

Recently, an approach based on stochastic estimator of trace(Q) was described in [14, 16] for
finding an estimation of s. Below we study this kind of stochastic estimation method.

Theorem 4
Let Y ∼ Nn×p(0, 1), then we have

E[
1

p
trace(Y ∗U)] = trace(Q) = s, (27)

and
Var[

1

p
trace(Y ∗U)] =

trace(Q∗Q) + s

p
. (28)

Proof
By (16) and (17), we establish

E[
1

p
trace(Y ∗U)] =

1

p
E[trace(Y ∗QY )]

= trace(Q) = trace(S(:,1:s)(S
−1)(1:s,:))

= trace((S−1)(1:s,:)S(:,1:s)) = trace(Is) = s. (29)

Therefore, (27) holds.
Next we compute the variance using the approach in [20]. First, it can be shown that

E[(trace(Y ∗U))2] = E[(

p∑
k

n∑
i,j

Y(k,i)Q(i,j)Y(k,j))(

p∑
l

n∑
r,q

Y(l,r)Q(r,q)Y(l,q))]

= E[

p∑
k

p∑
l

n∑
i,j

n∑
r,q

Q(i,j)Q(r,q)Y(k,i)Y(k,j)Y(l,r)Y(l,q)]

= p(
∑
i 6=j

Q2
(i,j) +

∑
i 6=j

Q(i,j)Q(j,i) + p
∑
i,j

Q(i,i)Q(j,j) + 2
∑
i

Q2
(i,i)).

On the other hand, it can be verified that

(E[trace(Y ∗U)])2 = (E[

p∑
k

n∑
i,j

Y(k,i)Q(i,j)Y(k,j)])
2 = p2

∑
i,j

Q(i,i)Q(j,j).

As a result, the variance of the estimator 1
p trace(Y ∗U) is

Var[
1

p
trace(Y ∗U)] =

1

p2
{E[(trace(Y ∗U))2]− (E[trace(Y ∗U)])2}

=
1

p
(
∑
i 6=j

Q2
(i,j) +

∑
i 6=j

Q(i,j)Q(j,i) + 2
∑
i

Q2
(i,i))

=
1

p
(trace(Q∗Q) + trace(Q2)) =

1

p
(trace(Q∗Q) + s).

Copyright c© 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Numer. Linear Algebra Appl. (2016)
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From (27) it is clear that 1
p trace(Y ∗QY ) is an unbiased estimator of trace(Q), therefore we expect

s0 := d 1
p trace(Y ∗U)e to provide a good estimation of s if the value of 1

p (trace(Q∗Q) + s) is small
(see (28)). However, according to (25) we know that the larger the value p is, the more expensive
computing U will be. Therefore, in the experiment, we take the size of the sample vectors p = 50, a
moderate number.

In Algorithm 3, we need to choose a number t, satisfying t ≥ s, for the starting matrix Y ∈ Rn×t.
However, in practice, the estimation s0 may be less than s, and we may not know this fact as we do
not know s. Below we present a way to find an estimator of an upper bound t based on s0.

Recall that in CIRR, for a given integer g, we need to select an h such that t = hg ≥ s. In
[37], a method was proposed for selecting a suitable h. The method works as follows. Assume
an estimation s0 of s is available. Let Y ∈ Cn×h, where h = dκs0g e and κ > 1. Compute Ph =

[F0BY,F1BY, . . . , Fg−1BY ] (see (5)) and the minimum singular value σmin of Ph. If σmin is not
small, then h is increased until σmin of the updated Ph is small enough. Similar to this idea, here we
give a way to determine an estimator t of an upper bound of s for our Algorithm 3. The rationale
behind our idea is as follows.

Let s† be a positive integer and Ys† ∼ Nn×s†(0, 1). Consider

Us† = QYs† =
1

2π
√
−1

∮
Γ

(zB −A)−1BdzYs† = S(:,1:s)(S
−1)(1:s,:)Ys† .

Then Us† ∈ Cn×s† is the projection of Ys† onto K, and consequently, rank(Us†) ≤ s. With this
in mind, we see that if rank(Us†) = s†, then we have s† ≤ s; and we will increase s† and repeat
the process. Otherwise, if rank(Us†) < s†, we can conclude that s = rank(Us†) with the help of
Lemma 1; and thereby s < s†. Below we give the algorithm for finding t.

Algorithm 4
Input an increasing factor α > 1, the size p of sample vectors and a threshold δ. The function
“SEARCH” outputs t (an estimator of an upper bound of s) and the projection matrix U1 ∈ Cn×t
onto K.

Function [U1, t] = SEARCH(A,B,Γ, α, p)

1. Pick Y0 ∼ Nn×p(0, 1) and compute U =
1

2π
√
−1

∮
Γ

(zB −A)−1BY0dz

approximately by the Gauss-Legendre quadrature rule .
2. Set s0 = d 1

p trace(Y ∗0 U)e and s† = min(max(p, s0), n).
3. If s† > p

4. Pick Ŷ ∼ Nn×(s†−p)(0, 1) and compute Û =
1

2π
√
−1

∮
Γ

(zB −A)−1BŶ dz

approximately the Gauss-Legendre quadrature rule.
5. Augment V to U to form U = [U, Û ] ∈ Cn×s† .
6. Else
7. Set s† = p.
8. End
9. Compute the rank-revealing QR decomposition [10, 19] of U with column

pivoting strategy: UΠ = [U1, U2]

[
R11 R12

0 R22

]
, here ‖R22‖2 ≤ δ.

10. Set t = rank(R11). If t < s†, stop. Otherwise, set p = t, U = U1 and
s† = dαte. Then go to Step 3.

In Line 9, we use the rank-revealing QR decomposition method [10, 19] to detect whether U is
numerically rank deficient. If it is, then we have found an estimator t of an upper bound. We remark
that Algorithm 4 can be treated as the first iteration of Algorithm 3 because U1 from Algorithm 4 is
an approximate projection onto K, therefore it can be taken as the U in line 2 of Algorithm 3.

Copyright c© 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Numer. Linear Algebra Appl. (2016)
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4.2. The Stopping Criteria

Although by Algorithm 4 we can obtain an estimator of an upper bound t for s, the actual value
of s is still unknown. Thus Algorithm 3 is still impractical because it is hard to determine whether
all desired eigenpairs are captured. Below we present simple but efficient stopping criteria to detect
this. It also gives the accuracy that our algorithm can achieve.

In Algorithm 3, there are t eigenvalues being solved in each iteration, and hence s of them are
the eigenvalues we seek and (t− s) of them are spurious eigenvalues. Those spurious eigenvalues
outside Γ can easily be detected by checking the values of their coordinates. It is only the spurious
eigenvalues that are inside Γ that we need to pay special attention. In Algorithm 3, the accuracy of
computed eigenpairs (λi,xi) are measured by the residual norms

ri =
‖Axi − λiBxi‖2
‖Axi‖2 + ‖Bxi‖2

, 1 ≤ i ≤ t. (30)

It was shown in [44, Theorem 5.2] that the residual norms ri of the true eigenpairs decrease
monotonically in each iteration in the FEAST algorithm. Since Algorithm 3 is essentially a
generalization of the FEAST algorithm to the non-Hermitian cases, we also observed numericlly
that the residual norms (30) of desired eigenpairs decrease monotonically too as iteration progresses
in Algorithm 3.

For the spurious eigenvalues appearing inside Γ, they cannot achieve very small residual norms
(otherwise, they should be counted as true eigenvalues). Consequently, starting from some iteration,
there will be a gap in the accuracy between the desired eigenvalues and the spurious eigenvalues.
Based on this fact, we use a filtering tolerance to detect the number of desired eigenvalues inside Γ.
We refer to the eigenvalues inside Γ whose residual norms are smaller than the filtering tolerance
as our filtered eigenvalues. We observe numerically that after some iterations, the numbers of
filtered eigenvalues will remain unchanged. So in our method, we determine the number of desired
eigenvalues s by monitoring the numbers of filtered eigenvalues in two consecutive iterations. If the
two numbers are the same, then we set the number to be s. As for the filtering tolerance, we take it
to be 10−3 in our experiments. We find that for such tolerance, the number of filtered eigenvalues
can be determined after one or two iterations, see Experiment 5.2.

The algorithm will stop when all filtered eigenvalues meet the user-prescribed tolerance ε, see
(26). To avoid the situation where ε is set too small for the given problem, we also stop the iterations
when (i) the iteration number reaches a prescribed maximum max iter, or (ii) the overall accuracy
of the s eigenvalues is not improved from one iteration to the next.

More detailed demonstration about the idea behind the stopping criteria will be given in Section
5.

4.3. The Complete Algorithm

We now present the complete algorithm based on Algorithm 3, Algorithm 4, and the above stopping
criteria. Then we discuss some implementation issues pertaining to the algorithm.

Algorithm 5
Input filtering tolerance η for detecting the spurious eigenvalues, and the tolerance ε for the accuracy
of the eigenpairs. The function “GFEAST” computes all the eigenvalues λ of (1) inside Γ and their
associated eigenvectors x. The computed λ and x are stored in vector Λ and matrix X respectively.
The flag is set to 1 if there are s eigenpairs (λ,x) satisfying (30), 0 if the overall accuracy is not
improved from one iteration to the next; −1 if the maximum number of iterations max iter is
reached.

Function [Λ, X,Res,flag] = GFEAST(A,B,Γ, α, p, ε, η,max iter)
1. Call [U1, t] = SEARCH(A,B,Γ, α, p) to obtain an estimator t to bound the

exact number s of the eigenvalues inside Γ, and a projection U1 onto K.
2. Compute the QR decomposition: BU1 = Ũ1R̃1.
3. Set e(0) = 0 and c(0) = 0.

Copyright c© 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Numer. Linear Algebra Appl. (2016)
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4. For k = 1, 2, · · · ,max iter
5. Form Ã = (Ũk)∗AUk and B̃ = (Ũk)∗BUk.
6. Solve the projected eigenproblem Ãy = λB̃y of size t to obtain eigenpairs

{(λi,yi)}ti=1. Set xi = Ukyi, i = 1, 2, . . . , t.
7. Set r = [ ] ,Λ(k) = [ ], X(k) = [ ] and c(k) = 0.
8. For i = 1 : t
9. Compute ri = ‖Axi − λiBxi‖2/(‖Axi‖2 + ‖Bxi‖2).
10. If λi inside Γ and ri < η, then c(k) = c(k) + 1, r = [r, ri],

X(k) = [X(k),xi] and Λ(k) = [Λ(k), λi].
11. End
12. Set e(k) = max(r).
13. If c(k) = c(k − 1) and e(k) < ε, output Λ = Λ(k) and X = X(k),

Res = e(k),flag = 1. Stop.
14. If c(k) = c(k − 1) and e(k) > e(k − 1), output Λ = Λ(k−1)

and X = X(k−1), Res = e(k − 1),flag = 0. Stop.
15. If k = max iter, output Λ = Λ(k) and X = X(k),

Res = e(k),flag = −1. Stop.
16. Compute U (k+1) = 1

2π
√
−1

∮
Γ
(zB −A)−1BdzUk approximately.

17. Compute QR decompositions: U (k+1) = Uk+1Rk+1 and BU (k+1) = Ũk+1R̃k+1.
18. End

Below we give some remarks on Algorithm 5.

1. Since the columns of the matrix U1 obtained from the function SEARCH are orthonormalized,
we only need to compute the QR decomposition for BU1 in line 2.

2. The orthonormal base Uk and Ũk for the search and the test subspaces, respectively, in the kth
iteration are not B-orthonormal, that is they do not satisfy the relationship Ũ∗kBUk = It.

3. In line 10, c(k) is the number of filtered eigenvalues in the kth iteration. The filtered
eigenvalues are the ones inside Γ whose accuracy is less than the filtering tolerance η. We
consider the filtered eigenvalues to be the desired eigenpairs of (1).

4. Lines 13 to 15 are the three stopping criteria. In line 13, we stop when e(k), the overall
accuracy of all s desired eigenvalues, is less than ε. In line 14, we stop when e(k) is not
improved from the (k − 1)th iteration to the kth iteration. In line 15, we stop when the
maximum number of iterations is reached.

In each iteration, the dominant work is to compute the projection U . In the case when Γ is a
circle with center γ and radius ρ, we compute the contour integral in line 16 by using the q-point
Gauss-Legendre quadrature on Γ. More precisely,

U (k+1) =
1

2π
√
−1

∮
Γ

(zB −A)−1BdzUk ≈
1

2

q∑
j=1

ωj(zj − γ)(zjB −A)−1BUk, (31)

where zj = γ + ρe
√
−1θj , θj = (1 + tj)π, and tj is the jth Gaussian node with associated weight

ωj . Accordingly, it requires us to solve q generalized shifted linear systems of the form

(zjB −A)Ûj = BUk zj ∈ C, 1 ≤ j ≤ q. (32)

When Γ is an irregular closed curve, we can choose a circle Γ̃ such that Γ̃ encloses Γ. We compute
all eigenpairs inside Γ̃ and then determine the eigenpairs that are indeed inside Γ.

Like other contour-integral based methods, our algorithm replaces the difficulty of solving the
eigenvalue problem (1) by the difficulty of solving the linear systems (32). One has considerable
freedom in choosing the approach to solve (32) based on the properties of the matrices in (32),
such as the Krylov subspace based methods [30, 40, 41]. Since (32) are generalized shifted systems
with multiple right-hand sides, the direct methods, such as the sparse Gaussian LU factorization,
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Table I. Test problems from Matrix Market that are used in our experiments.

No. Matrix Size nnz Property condest
1 A: BFW398A 398 3678 unsymmetric 7.58× 103

B: BFW398B 398 2910 symmetric indefinite 3.64× 101

2 A: BFW782A 782 7514 unsymmetric 4.63× 103

B: BFW782B 782 5982 symmetric indefinite 3.05× 101

3 A: PLAT1919 1919 17159 symmetric indefinite 1.40× 1016

B: PLSK1919 1919 4831 skew symmetric 1.07× 1018

4 A: BCSSTK13 2003 42943 symmetric positive definite 4.57× 1010

B: BCSSTM13 2003 11973 symmetric positive semi-definite Inf
5 A: BCSSTK27 1224 28675 symmetric positive definite 7.71× 104

B: BCSSTM27 1224 28675 symmetric indefinite 1.14× 1010

6 A: MHD3200A 3200 68026 unsymmetric 2.02× 1044

B: MHD3200B 3200 18316 symmetric indefinite 2.02× 1013

7 A: MHD4800A 4800 102252 unsymmetric 2.54× 1057

B: MHD4800B 4800 27520 symmetric indefinite 1.03× 1014

are also highly recommended. Notice that once we obtain the LU factors, they can be reused when
we solve (32) in the subsequent iterations. Moreover, since the quadrature nodes zj , j = 1, . . . , q,
are independent, and the columns of the right-hand sides are also independent, our algorithm has a
good potential to be parallelized.

5. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we give some numerical experiments to illustrate the efficiency of our method
for computing the eigenpairs of (1) inside a given contour Γ. All computations are carried out in
MATLAB version R2012b on a MacBook with an Intel Core i5 2.5 GHz processor and 8 GB RAM.
The test matrices are from the Matrix Market collection [9]. They are the real-world problems
from scientific and engineering applications. In fact, Problem 2 serves as a classic testbed for
generalized non-Hermitian eigenproblem [4]. The eigenvalues of Problem 3 occur in pairs, and
hence the problem is well-known as a difficult eigenproblem [9]. The matrix B of Problem 4 is
singular and Problems 6 and 7 are ill-conditioned. The descriptions of these matrices are presented
in TABLE I, where nnz denotes the number of non-zero entries and cond denotes their condition
numbers which are computed by MATLAB function condest.

In the numerical comparisons, we assume that the eigenvalues and eigenvectors computed by the
MATLAB function eig in dense format are the accurate ones. We use Gauss-Legendre quadrature
rule [12] with q = 16 quadrature points on Γ to compute the contour integrals (31). As for solving the
generalized shifted linear systems of the form (32), we first use the MATLAB function lu to compute
the LU decomposition of A− zjB, j = 1, 2, . . . , q, and then perform the triangular substitutions to
get the corresponding solutions.

Experiment 5.1 (Finding an estimator of an upper bound for s): As stressed in the
introduction and in Section 3, the information about the number of eigenvalues s inside Γ is crucial
to the success of contour-integral based methods—they all need a parameter t satisfying t ≥ s to
start the program with. Our Algorithm 4 is devoted to finding an estimator t of an upper bound of s.
In this experiment, we test how accurate the computed t are. In the algorithm, the size p of sample
vectors is set as 50, the increasing factor α is chosen to be 1.5, and the threshold δ is set to be 10−6.
TABLE II presents the results for the test problems in TABLE I. In TABLE II, the parameters γ and
ρ denote the center and the radius of the circle Γ of each test problem respectively, s denotes the
true number of eigenvalues inside Γ as obtained from MATLAB (by computing all eigenvalues and
selecting those inside Γ), s0 is the initial estimate obtained by the trace formula (see (27) or line 2
in Algorithm 4), and t is the estimator of an upper bound that our Algorithm 4 gives.

From TABLE II, we see that for the first five well-conditioned problems, the estimates s0 are
good approximations of s though it can underestimate s as in Problem 1. However for the ill-
conditioned Problems 6 and 7, s0 are not good—it underestimates and overestimates s by large
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Table II. Results of Algorithm 4: s is the exact number of eigenvalues inside Γ as computed by MATLAB,
s0 is the estimate of s by using the trace formula (27) and t is the estimator of an upper bound computed by

our Algorithm 4.

No. γ ρ s s0 t
1 −5.0× 105 2.0× 105 123 122 137
2 −6.0× 105 3.0× 105 230 231 262
3 0 1.0× 10−3 270 277 328
4 0 6.0× 105 172 173 183
5 5.0× 103 2.0× 103 107 107 118
6 −4.0× 101 3.0× 101 162 118 178
7 −6.0 3.0 169 3667 186

Table III. Number of iterations required to get the correct s for different η’s.

η No.1 No.2 No.3 No.4 No.5 No.6 No.7
10−3 1 2 1 2 2 2 2
10−5 2 2 2 2 3 3 3
10−7 2 3 3 3 3 4 3

margins. However our Algorithm 4 gives a good estimator t of an upper bound of s in all seven
problems.

Experiment 5.2 (Stopping criteria): Here we illustrate the convergence behavior of our
algorithm and examine the stopping criteria we propose.

In each iteration, t eigenvalues are computed; consequently, there are (t− s) spurious
eigenvalues. Since the spurious eigenvalues cannot achieve very small residual norms, in our method
we use a filtering tolerance η to distinguish them. The eigenvalues with residual norms ri (see (30))
less than η are referred as filtered eigenvalues, and the remaining are considered spurious.

In our algorithm, if the number of filtered eigenvalues are the same in two consecutive iterations,
then we consider that number to be the number of desired eigenvalues we seek. TABLE III gives
the number of iterations needed to determine this number for a given η’s. For example, in test
problem No. 2, with η = 10−3, the number of filtered eigenvalues is the same in the 2nd and 3rd
iterations. So we use that number of filtered eigenvalues to be the number of desired eigenvalues.
We remarked that in all the cases we tested in TABLE III, once the number stays the same for
two consecutive iterations, it stays the same for all subsequent iterations. Moreover, the number of
desired eigenvalues we found are exactly the same as the true number of eigenvalues s as computed
by MATLAB. For efficiency, in the following experiments, we set η = 10−3.

In FIG. 1, we show the convergence history of the s desired eigenvalues by plotting their
maximum residual norms Res := max1≤i≤s ri, starting from the iterations where s is first
determined until the 10th iteration (the iteration numbers where s is first determined are given in
the first row of TABLE III). We see from FIG. 1 that Res decreases monotonically and dramatically
in the first few iterations for all test problems. Then it levels off for the first five problems while
it rebounds for the ill-conditioned problems Nos. 6 and 7. Based on the convergence behavior, we
stop our algorithm as follows:

(i) Res in the current iteration is less than a given tolerance ε (line 13 in Algorithm 5),
(ii) Res starts to increase again from one iteration to the next (line 14 in Algorithm 5), or

(iii) the maximum number of iterations (line 15 in Algorithm 5) is reached.

Experiment 5.3 (Comparisons with the dual-subspace FEAST algorithm): We have shown
that the FEAST algorithm may fail when (1) is non-Hermitian (see Example 3.1). The main goal of
our work is to make the FEAST algorithm also applicable for the non-Hemitian cases. To this end,
we have used the oblique projection technique to extract desired eigenpairs. In this experiment, we
compare our method with the recently developed dual-subspace FEAST algorithm (Dual FEAST)
[27, 29], which also aims to extend FEAST to non-Hermitian problems.

The search subspaces in both our method and the dual-subspace FEAST algorithm are span{U}
(see (17)). The key difference between the two non-Hermitian FEAST algorithms is the choice of
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Figure 1. The maximum relative residual norms in different iterations.
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Figure 2. The convergence behavior of our algorithm and the dual-subspace FEAST algorithm.

the test subspace. In our method, the test subspace is taken to be span{BU}, while in the dual-
subspace FEAST algorithm the test subspace is constructed using the contour-integral technique so
as to contain the left eigenspace corresponding to desired eigenvalues. As a result, the dual-subspace
FEAST algorithm costs about twice as much as our method in each iteration, if only the eigenvalues
or the eigenvalues along with their right eigenvectors are needed. In this experiment, we compare the
numerical performance of the two non-Hermitian FEAST algorithm by their convergence behavior.

The dual-subspace FEAST algorithm also needs to know the number of target eigenvalues, s,
in advance in order to determine a suitable size for the starting vectors Y . In the test we assume
the value of s is known and set the number of column of Y to be t = d1.3se for the dual-subspace
FEAST algorithm, as well as for our method. As a result, the only difference between the two test
methods is the test subspace.

FIG. 2 depicts the maximum residual norms Res := max1≤i≤s ri for the first 10 iterations for
both methods. We can see that both methods have similar convergence behavior and can achieve
almost the same accuracy. Thus the cost our method is about half of that of the dual-subspace
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Table IV. Comparison of eig and our method.

No. eig our method
Res Time (sec.) Res Time (sec.)

1 6.75× 10−14 0.67 5.85× 10−15 1.18
2 3.83× 10−14 10.22 2.22× 10−14 4.77
3 4.77× 10−9 116.12 5.78× 10−10 17.74
4 2.52× 10−6 269.56 3.36× 10−9 33.94
5 1.25× 10−11 48.83 1.87× 10−13 6.25
6 5.76× 10−7 561.29 3.27× 10−9 30.70
7 1.44× 10−7 2725.43 2.23× 10−8 92.74

FEAST algorithm, if only the eigenvalues or the eigenvalues together with their right eigenvectors
are needed.

Experiment 5.4 (Comparisons with other methods): Here we compare our method with three
other methods both in terms of accuracy and timing.

We first compare our method with MATLAB function eig. The goal is to examine the accuracy
that our method can achieve. We set ε = 10−16 and max iter = 10 for our method. For all test
problems, our method stops in Line 14 before reaching max iter.

The comparison of eig and our method are listed in TABLE IV. It is clear that our algorithm
can achieve higher accuracy when compared with its counterpart. In terms of CPU time, except for
Problem 1 where the size is small, our algorithm runs significantly faster than eig—though we
should stress that eig has to compute all eigenvalues while our method computes only those inside
Γ.

Finally we compare our method with Beyn’s method in [8] and the block version of the CIRR
method (BLOCK CIRR), i.e., Algorithm 1. Beyn’s method, which is also a contour-integral based
eigensolver, was originally proposed for nonlinear eigenproblems. So it can be used to solve (1). In
the test we apply an iterative refinement scheme recently developed in [37] for BLOCK CIRR. The
three test methods are contour-integral based eigensolvers, hence they need to know the number of
eigenvalues, s, before starting. In our method, we provide a way to find an estimator of an upper
bound of s. As for Beyn’s method and BLOCK CIRR, here we assume that s is known and set
t = d1.5se for each test problem. Some other parameters in Beyn’s method and BLOCK CIRR need
to be specified. The parameter tolrank in Beyn’s method used for rank test is taken to be 10−3.
Beyn’s method is noniterative in nature, while the other two contour-integral based test methods
improve the accuracy of computed eigenpairs iteratively. For the sake of fairness, we initially set
the number of quadrature nodes q = 60 for Beyn’s method. If the computed eigenpairs do not attain
the prescribed accuracy, we increase the value of q by 20 and redo the test for Beyn’s method. This
process is terminated when either the prescribed accuracy is achieved or q reaches the value of 600.
In BLOCK CIRR, we take the parameters q = 16 and max iter = 10, which are the same with
those in our method. The parameter g in BLOCK CIRR is taken to be 10.

The prescribed accuracy ε is 10−8 for all three methods. The numerical results are reported in
TABLE V. Remarkably, we see that Beyn’s method and BLOCK CIRR fail to compute all desired
eigenpairs in Problems 6 and 7, respectively, where the matrices involved are ill-conditioned. We
recall that the matrix B in Problem 4 is singular, Beyn’s method and BLOCK CIRR are unable to
achieve the prescribed accuracy for this test problem. Especially, the latter can only achieve about
four digits accuracy. On the other hand, we see that our method can attain the desired accuracy for
all test problems except for the last one. Therefore, our algorithm is more accurate and stable when
compared to Beyn’s method and BLOCK CIRR.

When it comes to timing, which is measured in seconds, it is shown in TABLE V that Beyn’s
method is most costly, and BLOCK CIRR outperforms our method. The dominant computational
cost of three methods are the solution of a set of linear systems of the form in (32). The numbers
of such linear systems needed to solve in each iteration for both BLOCK CIRR and our method are
q = 16. But the number of right-hand sides in the BLOCK CIRR is d 1.5s

10 e in the tests here, while
in our method, it is t, which is an estimator of an upper bound of s. Consequently, the block-CIRR
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Table V. Comparison of Beyn’s method, BLOCK CIRR and our method.

No. Beyn’s method BLOCK CIRR our method
Res Time q Res Time Res Time

1 8.67× 10−10 1.72 160 9.76× 10−10 0.46 7.32× 10−14 0.75
2 1.87× 10−9 7.17 160 2.09× 10−9 2.38 4.77× 10−12 3.53
3 9.32× 10−9 253.84 500 2.91× 10−6 13.22 5.74× 10−9 14.96
4 4.39× 10−8 355.27 600 2.96× 10−4 19.54 5.34× 10−9 29.42
5 6.66× 10−10 58.66 320 1.06× 10−9 1.42 8.77× 10−12 4.17
6 — 151.96 600 2.85× 10−4 13.55 4.85× 10−9 19.43
7 3.17× 10−6 200.66 600 — 16.14 2.23× 10−8 92.74

method always requires less CPU time than our method. As with our method, the number of right-
hand sides in Beyn’s method also must not be less than s. In our experiment, it is taken to be d1.5se.
The number of quadrature nodes required by Beyn’s method are reported in TABLE V, from which
we see that Beyn’s method needs a large number of quadrature nodes to achieve the prescribed
accuracy. As a result, Beyn’s method needs to solve more linear systems than our method. Hence
Beyn’s method is more expensive than our method, as is shown in TABLE V.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a contour-integral based method which extends the FEAST algorithm to non-
Hermitian problems. It can compute the eigenvalues lying inside a given region in the complex plane
and their associated eigenvectors. To extract the desired eigenpairs, we use the oblique projection
technique with appropriately chosen test subspace rather than the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure. The
numerical experiments illustrate that our algorithm is fast and can achieve high accuracy. We also
provide a way to find an estimator of an upper bound of the number of eigenvalues inside the contour,
and give stopping criteria to capture the desired eigenvalues. Our algorithm is easily parallelizable.
How to further improve its numerical performance, and to extend it to computing the left and right
eigenvectors simultaneously will be our future work.
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